


From the manufacturers of Allure, the first to innovate floating vinyl planks, followed by click vinyl planks, amongst 
other flooring innovations, comes Isocore – a unique multilayer flooring option that offers a myriad of features and 
benefits.

Isocore floors are manufactured using the latest technology to deliver the latest fashion in flooring s well as 
durability, with ease of maintenance. 

It takes the very essence of what made Allure so successful in quality, realistic decors and embossing, adding 
unrivalled stability and indentation resistance through its unique Cellular Polymer Core (CPC). The IXPE (Irradiation 
Cross Linked Polyethylene) foam backing provides shock absorption and cushioning, whilst being lightweight and 
waterproof. Being 100% waterproof, Isocore can be installed in areas such as the kitchen, the bathroom and even the 
laundry. Isocore can also be installed directly over tiles where grout lines are less than 6mm deep and 6mm wide. It 
is also treated with Ultra-fresh, ensuring a healthy environment for your family due to its ability to inhibit growth of 
mould and mildew. 

THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY IN HYBRID FLOORS

ISOCORE LAYERS

1. Ceramic Bead Overlay

Microscopic ceramic particles suspended in a 
UV cured urethane coating for superior wear 
and stain resistance as well as easy care and 
maintenance. Integrated Ultra-Fresh treatment 
inhibits the growth of mould and mildew.

2. Clear Vinyl Wear Layer

Transparent vinyl wear layer provides protection 
against scuffs and abrasions even in demanding 
commercial environments.

3. High-Resolution Printed Decorative Film

High-resolution printed film delivers the beauty 
and realism of natural wood, stone or abstracts 
with vivid clarity.

4. Solid Vinyl Top Layer

Multiple layers of solid virgin vinyl enhance 
durability and facilitate authentic embossing.

5. Isocore Technology

A highly engineered closed-cell extruded vinyl 
structural core which is 100 % waterproof, rigid, 
light, strong and dimensionally stable.

6. CLICK LOCKING Technology

A patented interlocking system expedites 
installation speed and facilitates a strong 
mechanical connection of the boards.

7. Integral Sound Mitigating Underlay

A pre-attached underlay that minimizes both 
reflected and transmitted sound, is shock-
absorbing, provides warmth and comfort 
underfoot and helps further conceal sub-floor 
imperfections. An added Ultra-Fresh treatment 
inhibits the growth of mould and mildew.
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Arezzo Montana

French Oak Riviera

Arezzo Natural

French Oak Sand Drift

Framework Limed Concrete

French Oak Vintage Grey

French Oak Marseille

San Mateo Oak Maltini

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Dimensions: 1510 x 220 x 7.5mm
Wear layer: 0.55mm
Pack size: 2.66m2
Planks per box*: 8 planks
Joining system: Drop Lock 100
Acoustic rating:  49L’nT,w
Warranty: Lifetime residential warranty and 10 year commercial warranty
Surface finish: Urethane with Enhanced Ceramic Bead (ECB) & Ultra-Fresh



“The perfect floor for your every need”


